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Share this article The answer is simple, yes. In fact, it was even more powerful than an
iPhone and was more powerful than most Windows laptops. That unit was called the
HTC Touch Diamond. It was the first smartphone to support WAP 2.0 and was also 3G
enabled. I was actually a Windows Mobile 6.5 user for my first 3 years with the HTC
Touch. I was planning on going to the Mac as my mobile phone provider. I am a
college student who already had an iPhone so getting a new phone seemed like a good
idea at the time. I had not heard of Windows Mobile. I asked around and found out that
the iPhone was the only popular smartphone I could buy with a 2 year contract. That's
when I decided to go with the iPhone. For a while the phone was fine. Then came the
first iPhone 2.0 update and I discovered the power of multitasking, especially app
switching. I only had WMA media on my phone so I switched from Windows Media to
iTunes and never looked back. Mac OS was OS 10.0 at the time and so the iPhone
didn't work very well with the OS. When I switched to OS X 10.1 I discovered the first
version of MobileMe and I quickly became addicted to the web based app launch. I
started getting rid of all my other phone accessories because I no longer needed them.
I was relying too much on my iPhone to be my phone and I had very few things to
remind me of what my previous phone looked like. Within a year my iPhone was no
longer good enough and I had to get a new phone. Back then I had the Sense/SR1
version of HTC Touch with AT&T. It did not have the voice recognition and camera
features of the iPhone but I figured I could live with what I had. It felt so limited. I
quickly canceled the service plan with AT&T and started looking for a new phone.
Microsoft was getting more popular and the Zune HD was growing in popularity. I had
used the Zune since it first came out so I decided to get it. When I went to the
Microsoft Store I did not expect to spend over $400 for a 10 GB Zune HD. Even more
surprising was that it did not include an iPod adapter. I went to another store and with
a little negotiation I was able to get an older model iPod with a 20 GB capacity for
$250. That was after a new dock was added. I saw the HTC Touch in another store for
$
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